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ergo age, care pater, ceruici imponere nostrae;
ipse subibo umeris nec me labor iste grauabit;
quo res cumque cadent, unum et commune periclum,
una salus ambobus erit. (Virgil, Aeneid, 2.707–10)

[Come then, dear father, clasp my neck. I will carry you on my shoulders; that load won’t burden me. Whatever may happen, it will be for us both: the same shared risk, the same salvation.]

THIS SCENE in the Aeneid, when Aeneas offers to carry his father, Anchises, away from the smoldering ruins of Troy, has often come to mind as I have written this book. After all, this image of the legendary founder of Italy bearing forth the remnants of Troy offers a stunning synecdoche of translatio imperii, the translation of one empire into the birth of the next. Perhaps more significantly, though, I have personally felt a bit like an Anchises, who has been supported and carried forth by many virtuous Aeneases. While I would like to believe, as Aeneas suggests, that the many readers who offered advice and encouragement for this book did not consider their support to be burdensome, I feel nonetheless grateful to them for their willingness to shoulder some of the weight and risk of this project.

Among the many kind-hearted “translators,” I owe my greatest academic and intellectual debt to Rebecca Krug, who tirelessly read and provided commentary for numerous drafts of chapters from beginning to end. Without her formative advice and enthusiastic dedication to my success, this project would not have reached its timely end. During the early stages of my research and writing, the community of medievalists in the University of Minnesota
English department and Center for Medieval Studies offered invaluable feedback that helped me establish the tenets of my core argument. In particular, I would like to thank Ana Adams, Matthew Desing, Ruth Karras, Stephanie Lohse, Andrew Scheil, John Watkins, and Ellen Wormwood, whose careful reading and constructive criticisms greatly strengthened the early versions of each chapter of this book.

As the book began to take shape, I also greatly benefited from conversations with conference participants in the Medieval Romance Society’s “Death in Medieval Romance” (2006) and “Traveling Texts: Adaptation of Medieval Romance” (2011) sessions in Kalamazoo, the New Chaucer Society’s “Reading Antiquity” (2006) session in New York City, the Medieval Academy’s “Late Middle English Literature” (2007) session in Toronto, the Conference for David Benson (2010) at Harvard University, and the MLA Arthurian Discussion Group’s “Biopolitics” (2011) session in Los Angeles. Of the many great scholarly friends I met in these venues, I want to single out David Benson, who offered early advice about the structure of the project that helped shape its scope and focus, and Michael Johnston, who consistently proved to be a wise interlocutor and incisive reader.

Much of this project relied upon direct access to manuscripts and their facsimiles, which was kindly facilitated by librarians at Glasgow University Library, the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library (HMML), and Admont Stiftsbibliothek. Without generous funding from an HMML Heckman Research Stipend and a University of Massachusetts Boston Joseph P. Healey Research Grant, this work would not have been accomplished. Moreover, support in the form of course releases from my department and dean at UMass Boston allowed me the precious time I needed to complete the writing of this book.

As this book approached its final stages, I profited enormously from wisdom kindly shared by Ian Cornelius, Stephanie Kamath, Christopher Leise, and Seth Lerer. Likewise, I cannot express my gratitude profusely enough to Malcolm Litchfield and Ethan Knapp at The Ohio State University Press, who nurtured this project to its completion through administrative support, timely responses to inquiries, and the procurement of invaluable reviews. These reviewers, Patricia Ingham and one anonymous reader, offered critiques and encouragement that improved my finalized manuscript beyond measure.

My family, both immediate and extended, has played an invaluable role in support of this book. I am grateful to my parents and my sister for their willingness to indulge my passion for medieval studies, even at an early age when knighthood seemed like a reasonable vocation. More recently, my in-laws have demonstrated a touching commitment to furthering my academic
success, continually performing acts of generosity that I hope I can repay one day.

The last and most heartfelt expression of gratitude is reserved for my wife, Tiffany, whose patience and loving support of my work has never ceased to amaze me. Even while I was selfishly focused on the writing of this book, she gave me gifts I did not deserve, our two young girls, Harriet and Louise. Together, they have added a profound joy to my life that surpasses any I have ever known.
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